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Abstract. By enabling BIM technology, a building can be represented
by a set of objects that carry detailed information about how they are
constructed and also capture the relationship with other objects in the
building model. Smart BIM objects can be classified as specific components encapsulating typical building rules and relations that can be
predicted and defined by a few parameters and constraints. A framework is developed to show how a smart BIM object is developed. This
paper presents the method of developing smart BIM object capable of
better-informing design decision. To demonstrate the usefulness of
smart BIM objects, a cloud BIM object library is developed and tested
by academia and industry.
Keywords. Smart BIM object; cloud database; parametric modelling.

1. Introduction
Building information modeling (BIM) is one of the most promising recent
developments in the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry. As the various professionals in the AEC industry become more experienced in the use of BIM, they will utilize an increasing number of intelligent design applications. Numerous BIM applications can be classified over
several dimensions. One dimension addresses the integration of BIM tools
used in the different stages of the building life cycle, such as code checking,
building performance simulations, spatial configuration, and so on. Another
addresses the development of smart BIM objects that can be shared, adapted,
and reused across different projects within any stage in the life cycle. Designers can insert the smart BIM objects directly into a building model, ranging from low-level building products like doors, windows, to high-level design configuration, such as building core, and façade elements. Overall, this
is the anticipated transition to design intelligence, where each of these BIM
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tools and smart objects encapsulates the domain knowledge to put a building
together for better quality and greater efficiency (Ibrahim et al, 2004; Sacks
et al, 2004).
This paper explores the concept of smart BIM objects for design intelligence. By enabling BIM technology, a building can be represented by a set
of objects that carry detailed information about how they are constructed and
also capture the relationship with other objects in the building model. Each
building model has typical building rules and relations that can be predicted
and defined by a few parameters and constraints. While domain-specific
BIM tools combined with parametric rules allow a building design to be better-informed design decisions, there is a lack of research to develop the procedure of utilizing the smart BIM objects capable of transforming their properties automatically and to identify requirements for object evolution
throughout the building life cycle.
2. Smart BIM objects
2.1. WHAT MAKES BIM OBJECTS SMART?
The productivity of BIM depends on the applications of BIM objects. BIM
objects are the combination of many aspects of buildings such as information
that defines a building, physical characteristics, behavioural data, and visualization data. Some research work has been done to define BIM objects to be
“smart”. Smart BIM objects can be categorized into two aspects. One is the
smart object that can interact with users and other objects. The smart object
captures rich information to represent their functions in real situations (Díaz
et al, 2014; Heidari et al, 2014). The information contains can be a composition of geometric definition and a database definition based on alphanumeric
information transfer or specific formulas for describing the object properties.
The other is the smart object that executes a procedure that contains rules,
knowledge and data to perform a domain-specific task, and the programming
code is necessary to handle various messages that it may receive (Halfawy
and Froese, 2005; Sawhney and Maheswari, 2013). The smart object needs
to combine the capabilities to represent various aspects of project information required to support multidisciplinary views of the object. It is encapsulating “intelligence” by representing behavioural aspects, design constraints, and life cycle data management features into the objects.
2.2. A TAXONOMY OF BIM OBJECTS
By having interviews and surveys of the uses of BIM objects in the AEC industry in Taiwan, we categorized the BIM objects with taxonomy into the
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design, structural, and manufactured objects (Figure 1). Structural objects
are building components that relate to the main structure of the building such
as column, beam, and slab. Manufactured objects are components that are
standardized and produced by manufacturers. Design objects are general
components whose attributes contain values, variable, or formula to embed
in the project for generative or adaptive modelling. It can be a customized
object that is developed with API, database, the Internet to solve the specific
problems interaction with the users.

Figure 1. A Taxonomy of BIM objects.

2.3. DEFINITION OF SMART BIM OBJECTS
We define the smart BIM object that can be classified as a specific component that represents a procedure to utilize rules, constraints, relationships,
and knowledge. Knowledge can be represented by programming code to interact with other objects for performing tasks, evaluation, and capability
such as building code, building performance, constructability, workflow
checkpoint, design criteria and so on to support multidisciplinary views
throughout the building life cycle to enhance the BIM achievement. The objects must have the knowledge to behave smartly as the parametric design
relies on the ability to change an object’s properties without redrawing it
again (Sawhney & Maheswari, 2013). The parameters can be represented by
a predefined set of properties that the user has to select from, or follow their
rules for the creation or alteration of a new object (Ibrahim & Krawczyk,
2003). The smart BIM object can be made “intelligent” by adding the functional, relational, structural and behavioural characteristic to the parameters.
There are three essential features of smart BIM objects:
1) Knowledge Base: The information contained in smart BIM object will be fine-tuned according to the specialization and delivery process by relating to
others. For example, by embedding domain knowledge such as human factor
engineering, building codes and regulations as constraints, the smart objects
can identify its location to the spatial constraints and provide an alternative to
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adjusting the parameters, allowing the designer to make a better design decision and update its shape correspondingly.
2) Evolution: Smart BIM object that represents knowledge as invariant and variant component automatically or manually updates their geometries or information according to the rules, codes or tasks during specific phases without
redrawing the object. For example, the parameters belong to it can be updated
and change automatically when the submission of fire inspection is needed.
3) Customization: Smart BIM objects can be regarded as a medium by linking
the external cloud database and filtering the appropriate components to form
a customized object. For example, by extracting the parameters from the object in the project, the suitable or suggested product object can be filtered dynamically and download directly from the object library when phase changing.

3. A framework
This research attempts to provide a design framework of smart BIM objects
categorized in the specific component of design tasks. The smart BIM objects assist the user to achieve task requirements by using embedded constraints and knowledge, and then selects and replaces appropriate alternative
product objects through the cloud database within the project life cycle.
3.1. DESIGN INTELLIGENCE
Design intelligence contains knowledge about building design, such as
building code, building performance, constructability, workflow checkpoint,
and design criteria embedded in smart BIM objects during building life cycle. The knowledge is represented by constraints that can be invariant or variant. We call it as invariant and variant smart BIM objects. There are two
approaches of the invariant objects, one will prohibit actions that didn’t fulfil
the constraints and correct the parameters, the other one is a parametric interaction object that provides a linkage between each other to change the parameter automatically according to the task and situation such as the elevator
and stair in building core. The variant object will show notification and suggestion to the designer for references on decision making like building performance evaluation.
3.2. SMART OBJECTS IN THE CLOUD
The cloud database acts as an object library that provides download, upload,
and replacement of smart BIM objects. It can be communicating with the
platform to filter object’s information by software API or plugin. The smart
BIM object will go through an information filter system to provide a rec-
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ommendation list of the corresponding objects in the cloud database in response to change. Besides this, the comment section of the cloud database
allows the user to give feedback and discussion of the object that can be used
to maintain the quality of the object and knowledge base.
3.3. A BIM-ENABLED PLATFORM
A BIM-enabled platform is the place where the smart BIM objects embedded with knowledge to be used and applied. The BIM file uses API or plugin
like Revit Dynamo to read or write the knowledge base and use the smart
BIM object downloaded from the cloud database. The smart BIM object
with different context will operate to a certain level and let the designer exchange or replace another object during the different phase of building life
cycle with cloud database, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Framework of the smart BIM object

4. The implementation
An implementation framework called iBIM is developed by selecting two
types of smart BIM object connecting the cloud database. The first implementation is the invariant smart BIM object that uses the building core element such as elevator and stair. Secondly, is windows and doors object to act
as a variant smart BIM object for natural ventilation evaluation (Figure 3).
Firstly, the smart BIM object is uploaded and saved in iBIM for downloading when needed, and used in the Revit project. The knowledge, such as
building codes, constructability, evaluation method will embed in the smart
BIM object by two ways, one is represented by the attributes and parameters
that contained formulas, constraints on the object itself, and the other is using API or plugin such as Revit Dynamo’s nodes to represent.
After that, the smart BIM object in Revit project will interact with changes such as floor number, building core boundary, and spaces boundary and
show on the number of the elevators, the number of the stairs, building performance visual notifications and so on. When the design is reaching a certain level in the building life cycle, the smart BIM object can use the Dyna-
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mo as an information filter system to communicate with iBIM to filter and
find another appropriate object that matches with smart BIM objects in the
model, and makes object replacement for another task or product object.

Figure 3. Implementations of smart BIM objects

4.1. INVARIANT SMART BIM OBJECTS
This demonstration focuses on automatic code checking and spatial configuration for building core using invariant smart BIM objects such as elevator
and stair. By embedding knowledge excerpted from building technical regulations and accessibility guidelines for building and facilities of Taiwan, it
enables the elevator and stair objects to configure automatically as the invariant smart BIM object and the two approaches of invariant smart BIM object
will also be demoed (Figure 4).
The first approach is shown on the size and location of accessible guide
route. The changes are prohibited according to the building codes and represented as constraint embedded in the elevator. The size of accessible guide
route must be 30cm in length and 60cm in width. In addition, the location of
accessible guide route must align the elevator control panels to the right and
offset 30cm from the elevator wall as figure 4 (A).
Next, the second approach is shown as a parametric interaction smart
BIM object that is flexible and extensible according to the constraints of
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building codes. The elevator and stair will generate automatically by defining the boundary and floor numbers, and comply with the building codes at
the same time figure 4 (B). For instance, the relationship between such as
floor number and elevator’s entrance, elevator shaft, the number of elevators,
floor height and tread, run, rise of a stair is represented as formulas to embed
into the attributes as shown in figure 4 (C). The constraints are the number of
elevators that increase when the floor number is over 12, 24 and so on.

Figure 4. Invariant smart BIM objects of building core.

4.2. VARIANT SMART BIM OBJECTS
This implementation focus on the integration of windows and doors as variant smart BIM objects with Dynamo based on the Ventilation Potential (VP)
evaluation method in the EEWH, the green building evaluation system of
Taiwan to assist designers in design decision making by giving notifications
and suggestions. VP is used to evaluate the building that openings can be
opened and ventilated naturally. It is the ratio of the total area of single-sided
ventilation (VAi) and cross ventilation (CAi) to the total area of living space
(Ai) and resulting value is between 0 and 1 as the indicator scores from 10100 in EEWH. The relationship between spaces and ventilation performance
can be controlled visually by using this method to save effort, humane and
integrated comprehensive evaluation without using complex CFD simulation
(Lee, 2014; Lin, 2014).
By downloading smart BIM objects such as windows and doors from
iBIM to Revit project, it enables Dynamo definition retrieves the parameters
of the opening objects by selecting it from the project. The Dynamo defini-
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tion was contained three main part custom nodes that were (a) openings selector, (b) VAi, CAi area and route drawer, and (c) object parameter editor
(Figure 5).
The opening selector lets the designer select opening objects from Revit
project and edit the main parameter for evaluation. The VAi, CAi area and
route drawer act as the main node that contains all the calculation and logical
computation of the VP evaluation method. It calculates the boundary of VP
area and draws coloured polysurfaces generic model object according to the
indicator score as a visual reference for the designer. The object parameter
editor is a node to write the results of the evaluation to the opening objects
and tags for text notification and schedule in the project. After that, the VP
area polysurfaces, parameters, and tags will renew automatically when the
designer makes changes. Furthermore, the designer can replace the opening
object to a more detailed product object or other smart BIM object from the
suggestions of iBIM by filtering the appropriate parameters by Dynamo that
match as the design is reaching to a certain level.

Figure 5. Variant smart BIM objects with Dynamo

4.3. iBIM: A CLOUD DATABASE
Most of the cloud database for BIM object exist in the market only provides
the upload and download function of product object, it lacks the ability to
communicate directly with the BIM model when needed and provide the
recommendation of appropriate BIM objects based on the BIM model. iBIM,
a new cloud database for smart BIM objects is proposed and built that enables users to share knowledge base smart BIM object in AEC industry, gain
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the recommendation of product object by extract the information of customized smart BIM object and collect the data on BIM object use from iBIM.
The iBIM can communicate with Revit project by Dynamo to select appropriate recommendation of product object when it is reaching a certain level
in the building life cycle. The recommendation is passed through a comparison between the attributes of a smart BIM object in a Revit project and the
description of objects in iBIM.
5. Discussions and future work
First of all, the smart BIM object exists for design contexts to a certain level
in building life cycle. It can assist the designer for automatic checking or design decision making with different context by embedding knowledge base.
It can be a product object like the elevator and also be an object that contained process like the checking of title block contents when plan submission.
By representing knowledge with constraints in the smart BIM object, it
enables the invariant and variant smart BIM object has the flexibility and extensibility in design and workflow management. The smart BIM object can
adapt to the changes without redrawing it by changing the parameters. Beside this, it is also easy to make object replacement with cloud database during phase change to extend the function of the smart BIM object.
Therefore, the design intelligence is supported by smart BIM objects in
products, process and organizations of building design. It is a loop process
that consists of knowledge representation, knowledge embedding of smart
BIM object to set up a knowledge-based design that can be automatic checking, and responding to designer immediately.
However, there are some limitations in this research. The platform for
smart BIM objects is a lack of friendly user interface like the common software API plugin. A single smart object is hard to solve multiple design
problems in context at the same time. In addition, the filter system in the
cloud database requires a huge amount of domain-specific information and
design components to provide appropriate recommendations for users. The
future research is to explore the software API to assemble different design
contexts together with cloud databases, big data, and Internet of things
throughout a building life cycle.
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